
What is soundjack?
soundjack is a mobile app that enables a consumer to play their 
music choices in a soundjack enabled jukebox or BGM system. 
It’s a bit like a remote control for your jukebox.
 
We are introducing soundjack as it is our belief that more people 
will use your jukebox by selecting songs via their phones.
 
On what equipment can I use soundjack?
soundjack will be enabled on connected V Hubs from May 2014 
and connected MIM jukes shortly after. It will also be available 
in pay to play and BGM form as a new service on an Android 
tablet- late summer 2014.
 
How do I get my jukebox soundjack enabled?
The soundjack software is currently on VHub programme 
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the soundjack app. This will enable potential customers to 
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work we need full details for each site with contact name, site 
address,  retailer/owner/brand and all social media details . We 
need this information before we can enable soundjack to work 
effectively on your sites.
 
What does the consumer pay for soundjack?
soundjack is free for customers to download in the App or 
Android app store. Some features of the app are free (UK Chart 
info, track preview, site song list) but if a customer wants to 
select and play a song on your jukebox via soundjack then they 
will be charged the same amount as if they were playing the 
jukebox as normal.  If the BGM system is free in that period of 
the day - soundjack users selection will also be free to play.
 
How does the consumer pay for credits?
Customers buy credits either by using their Paypal account 
or via their mobile phone bill using the PayForIt. (PayForIt is 
a mobile payment systems comprised of all the major mobile 
phone operators in the UK). The user pays for 10p credits in 
bundles of £1, £5, £10, £20.
 
How does soundjack work?
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a mirror of the sites music playlists/dataset.  All of the popular 
tracks can be played back in a streamed short clip. When a track 
the user wants to play is found - It then takes a request from the 
users mobile to send to the jukebox/BGM system, which it then 
queues in the site playlist. The full playlist is available to view on 
the app interface. Users can interact with the playlist by “bumping” 
preferred tracks up the playlist (either their own or someone 
already on the playlist) for a credit/s. All playlist views are realtime. 
soundjack then makes a “soundmap” in the users app of where 
and what the user selected, including a picture and text - which 
the user can then tweet or Facebook to their friends online.
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soundjack was used and clips of the tracks selected can be 
streamed on the mobile for reference. Credit payments are 
automatically taken from the users credits bank which can be 
viewed and topped up as required.
  
How do I get paid?
The payments are aggregated by Payforit and Paypal. Soundnet 
will then 1)  process each payment for each operator and site 2) 
verify / match each payment with actual play transactions, and 
then 3) report payment/ plays data to each operator and raise a 
self billing invoice. 4) payments will be made to you as soon as 
we receive them from the networks etc. This being at least 
4 weeks from Paypal and at least 8 weeks from Payfoit.
 
Can I see soundjack plays on the Opweb?
All plays will be detailed on Opweb - though these will not show 
income (as actual cash will be variable dependant on network 
used etc)
 
How does my customer get refunds?
You should always refer the site/consumer directly to us to 
verify the payment has been made. We will check to see if a 
refund is due and can then apply the refund directly to the users 
soundjack account as a free track.
 
Do you provide promotions for soundjack?
Yes. We can provide a range of advertising material to launch 
the product on site.  These include bar mats, posters and 
tshirts for bar staff. We will also communicate in real time 
with soundjack users who make selections and then socially 
broadcast this activity via their Facebook and Twitter feeds. 
We have a new social media department that will engage 
directly with soundjack users and venues.
 
Can sites prevent certain tracks being selected?
Any site can already hide tracks available on the juke and 
soundjack only plays tracks available on the jukebox. However 
we can also hide tracks from the soundjack selection on our 
database. This can be done with the authority of the site owner.
 
Do you have any brochures on soundjack?
We have a website and this q&a - just download the app! www.
soundjack.com
 
Who do I contact with queries or for switching on?
Just contact your regular Soundnet representative and they will 
sort out the details for you
 
For all the latest information/ hype/ promotions/
news you can follow soundjack on:  
Online: www.soundjack.com 
Twitter: @soundjackuk 
Facebook: soundjack
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